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Message from the
Director, Artist and
Program Development
Dear artist:
Despite the ongoing lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic, be rest
assured that the entire team at the National accessArts Centre (NaAC)
continues to brainstorm, experiment, and implement new ways to
support you and our growing community of 350+ artists living with
disabilities. Many of these new approaches and programs have been
developed in response to the ongoing feedback we have received from
our artists and their support networks – and I encourage all of you to
continue to provide feedback on what we can do better to support you
as the amazing artists you are.
Here are just some of the highlights of our multidisciplinary arts
programs that will take place late Spring and Summer 2021. As always,
our team at the NaAC is here to help you navigate our various programs
to ensure that you remain connected and engaged in your artistic
practice. At any time, if you require more information, please do not
hesitate to contact Kyra Ball, Coordinator, Artist Services, by phone
403.253.3174 ext. 0 or email info@accessarts.ca.
Thank you for being a part of our community, and enriching all of our
lives with your creativity.
Yours sincerely,

Karly Mortimer

		

Director, Artist and Program Development
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Visual Arts Studio
Zoom Sessions
Beginning May 3, morning studio
sessions will now merge into one
Zoom meeting that will last for two
hours. This will give artists more time
to work on their projects alongside
our NaAC facilitators. This is in
response to feedback from our artist
community to have this extended
time to focus on their artistic practice
and creation endeavours.

The best way to register and
keep track of all of our exciting
NaAC programs is by visiting
our website at accessarts.ca
or following us on social
media @AccessArtsCA.
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In-Studio Sessions**
** We ask all NaAC artists for their patience as we continue to navigate local health
guidelines and plan for a phased re-opening once such gatherings are allowed.

The Cosmic Web
Outdoor Studio*
* Our Outdoor Studio initiative will be programmed and developed
with strict adherence to local health guidelines.

July to August, 2021
All NaAC artists will be invited to work alongside artist
and astronomer Wednesday Lupypciw in an outdoor
session that focuses on fibre-based practices and the
interconnectedness of the cosmos. Drawing inspiration
from forms at the subatomic to the whole-universe,
artists will learn to twist and braid ropes to make net
structures that can be combined into a giant cosmic
web. This will be a weekly session, with a schedule
to be announced soon.

NaAC Visiting Facilitator Spotlight: Wednesday Lupypciw
Wednesday Lupypciw is from Calgary, Alberta, where she pursues chaotically overlapping video and performance art practices.
To make money, she is a mattress maker and astronomer. She also maintains a concurrent practice in textiles—weaving, machine
knitting, embroidery and crochet—but this is done mostly while procrastinating on other, larger projects. The purposefully lazy
Feminist art and activist collective LIDS, or the Ladies Invitational Deadbeat Society, is one of those projects. The aesthetic output
from all of these things is different, but the politics are the same: queer, pluralistic, fairly compensated, critical.
Lupypciw is a Fibre programme graduate from the Alberta College of Art + Design, and has worked and exhibited in various
spaces throughout Canada including the Textile Museum of Canada, The Art Gallery Of Alberta, The Banff Centre, The Klondike
Institution for Arts and Culture, TRUCK and Stride in Calgary, the Feminist Art Gallery and FADO Performance Art in Toronto,
Centre SKOL and La Centrale Galerie Powerhouse in Montréal, and EMMEDIA (also in Calgary).
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Open Call to Visual
Arts Studio Artists
In addition to our regular Zoom Studio Sessions,
flux kits and instructional letters, this summer we
will be offering workshops and programs that will
introduce you to new skills. Sign up by visiting our
website or by calling Kyra at (403) 253.3174 x 0.

Paper Quilling Flower Garden Workshop
May 25 or May 28, 2021
FROM 1PM – 3PM
NaAC Studio Artists are invited to work alongside local
artist Silvia Pinto and learn about paper quilling and the
art of rolling paper. Artists will create a floral quilled art
frame in this two-hour online workshop. Silvia will put
together kits that will be delivered to participants.

Korea Exchange
July 6 to August 31, 2021
TUESDAYS FROM 1PM – 3PM
We are excited to launch an exchange program between
artists represented by the National accessArts Centre
and our sister organization ActiveArt (operated by the
Gangnam Welfare Centre) in Seoul, Korea. Participating
artists will share videos about their lives and their artistic
practices, which will later be collated into a digital work
that will be exhibited in Seoul, Korea as part of our East
Asia Tour in November/December 2021.

Cindy Baker Residency:
One Finger Animation
July to August 2021
THURSDAY 10:00 – 11:00 AM
We invite NaAC artists to work
alongside celebrated artist
Cindy Baker during her Acts of
Care Public Artwork residency.
Throughout July and August,
participating artists will join
weekly remote workshops to
learn how to turn their drawings
into digital animations and GIFs.

NaAC Visiting Facilitator Spotlight: Cindy Baker
Cindy Baker is a contemporary artist based in Western Canada whose
work engages with queer, gender, race, disability, fat, and art discourses.
Committed to ethical community engagement and critical social enquiry,
Baker’s interdisciplinary research-based practice draws upon 25 years working,
volunteering, and organizing in the communities of which she is part. She moves
fluidly between the arts, humanities, and social sciences, emphasizing the
theoretical and conceptual over material concerns. Baker holds an MFA from the
University of Lethbridge where she received a SSHRC grant for her research in
performance in the absence of the artist’s body; she has exhibited and performed
across Canada and internationally. Helping found important community and
advocacy organizations over the course of her career, Baker maintains a lifelong
commitment to the strength and vitality of her communities.
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Art Share

Sound Ideas: Remote Music Creation

June 2 to August 25, 2021

August 16 to 27, 2021

WEDNESDAYS FROM 1PM – 3PM

The NaAC is excited to offer our first public workshop exploring the possibilities of remote
digital music expression. Over a two-week period, NaAC artists will work with lead-artists Gift
Tshuma and Charles Matthews of Blurring the Boundaries to explore experimental ways of
collaborating online through sound and music. Artists will experiment with playful & creative
approaches to various online sound-making tools and create new collaborative sound pieces.

We are excited to create a new weekly
session dedicated to artists who would like
to share their works and learn how to write
artist statements and bios.

NaAC Visiting Facilitator Spotlight: Charles Matthews & Gift Tshuma
Charles Matthews: is a proudly Neurodivergent creative technologist who specialises in
rapid prototyping of musical instruments in workshop settings. In past musical lives, he has
released bass-heavy records as Ardisson and founded the Augmented Gamelan ensemble as
part of his PhD research in 2012. Since 2015, Charles has worked as an associate artist with
Drake Music: a UK organisation focused on music technology and Disability, and a pioneer
of accessible music hack events through its DMLab community. Recent projects include:
The Kellycaster, Planted Symphony, and Haptic Baton. Having moved to Montreal shortly
before lockdown, Charles’s efforts are now focused upon connecting online communities
and resources with deep integration of access and Disabled lead. He was recently part of
the Sync Leadership Quebec cohort, and co-founded Blurring the Boundaries Arts with Gift
Tshuma and David Bobier as an extension of their collaboration through the British Council’s
New Conversations artistic exchange programme.
Gift Tshuma: is a Montrealer born in Zimbabwe, doesn’t self-identify as your ordinary

R&B Gospel singer. Gift is the co- founder and leader of his ensemble: United Tribulation
Choir, which he founded twelve years ago. He is a strong supporter of diversity, and he
extends his reach by singing in multiple languages and performing in a broad array of
styles including beatboxing and live looping. Gift carries with him more than fifteen years
of experience as a profession artist, in addition to his academic background in music. He
has trained in classical and jazz vocals, and was mentored by Oliver Jones: a Montrealbased jazz pianist who was in turn trained by Oscar Peterson. As a disability rights
advocate and co-founding member of a grassroots group: Accessibilize Montreal, he has
worked on numerous initiatives targeting discriminatory infrastructure, that stigmatises
and excludes people with diverse bodies and minds from public spaces.
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Programs by Invitation
Some of our programs are offered to artists by invitation only. This helps us to make sure we are spreading the
opportunities around. Artists are invited based on their yearly art goals and the conversations had with facilitators
and the NaAC team. We know this works for artists who might be a bit shy to try new things. If you are an artist
who would like to participate in activities like this, please let us know and we’ll continue to provide programs that
you will be excited about. Stay tuned to see works from these project in Calgary and around the world.

Mini Gallery
July 5 to August 30, 2021

ATB & NaAC Present:
WINDOW Exhibition

MONDAYS FROM 1PM – 3PM

June - August 2021

The NaAC is proud to participate in the
Crescent Height Community Association’s mini
gallery project set to open in Rotary Park. We
will be supporting six of our artists to create
work for six mini outdoor galleries that will be
excited from September to October 2021.

Conference of the Birds
Launch date to be confirmed.
This is the NaAC’s first interdisciplinary
project, where five invited artists will work
with facilitators and a group of international
mentors to respond to monthly prompts
that reflect on The Conference of the Birds,
a celebrated literary masterpiece of Persian
literature by Farid ud-Din Attar. Works will
then be captured and sent to the mentors
to be part of an international experimental
digital theatre/interdisciplinary presentation
previewed at COP 2021 (the United Nations
Climate Change Conference).

This project is supported by:

Ten NaAC visual artists will be commissioned to
create new works that will be printed in vinyl and
displayed in public window spaces throughout
Calgary. Working in two cohorts, artists will
participate in weekly sessions, developing
their professional and technical skills. Invited
artists will be paid a professional fee upon the
completion of their work, and be profiled in a
video interview that will be publicly showcased
alongside the window space.
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Moving Pictures,
Pictures Moving:
Video Dance Project
Dates to be announced.
This project is supported by:

NaAC artist Kathy Austin will be creating a new visual
arts piece that will serve as the basis and inspiration for a
10-minute dance film. As Kathy’s work comes together, the
NaAC dance ensemble will meet via Zoom to begin discussing
their reactions to the visual piece, and how those reactions
might be translated into movement on film. Participants will
work alongside choreographer Shannon Parker who will help
create these responses into a dance piece.
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The best way to register and keep track of all of our exciting NaAC programs is by visiting
our website at accessarts.ca or following us on social media @AccessArtsCA.
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NaAC Program Designer Spotlight: DeVery Bess
DeVery Bess is an international performer, showcasing in Pride events,
international conferences, burlesque and drag festivals drag across
North America, including the Austin International Drag Festival. Working
with multiple drag collectives in their 10 years of performance, they find
themselves a member of and producing with North America’s longest
and largest running drag king troupe, Fake Moustache. A producer,
comedian, disc jockey and drag artist, DeVery has worked alongside
Dragula and RuPaul queens. This house king has unmatched charisma
and ably uses his platform to make you uncomfortable, wet and rolling
in laughter. He is known only as DeVery Bess.

Open Call Performing
Arts Programs
Queer Accessible Arts Cabaret (QAAC)
(formerly known as Le Chat Noir)
May 30 to August 29, 2021
NaAC performing arts participants are invited to work alongside
program designer DeVery Bess and artist co-conspirators Emma
Li, Laura Balanko-Dickson, and Ebony Gooden to explore the
digital elements connected to cabaret including film, photography,
and graphic design. Each discipline-specific series is delivered
over four weeks, and in the fifth week, artists will be invited to
participate in a community day event where they can show their
works in progress, network with invited artist speakers and – once
it is safe to do so – visit arts and cultural spaces in Calgary to
begin building their professional network.
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Hip Hop
Essentials

Gratitude
GoGO

Introduction to
Contemporary Movement

July 6 to August 31, 2021

July 8 to August 26, 2021

September 7 to November 23, 2021

Groove and move in this high energy
class! Over the course of 9 weeks,
explore the history, elements and
foundations in this hip hop inspired
class. Focusing on movement
essentials and starting from the
basics, explore and express yourself.

Long-time Momo Movement facilitator
and Calgary-based burlesque performer
Eva Angel and performance ensemble
member Alicia Morrison will be dishing out
some classic GoGo inspired movements
accompanied by an inspiring gratitude
practice over 8 weeks on Thursday
evenings this summer. Pending local
health restrictions, the NaAC is planning
this to be an outdoor class. Venue to be
confirmed. Registration opens May 10.

The first in a series of two
contemporary dance classes that
build upon each other. Professional
dance and dance ensemble member
Shannon Parker will introduce
NaAC dancers to contemporary
movements and theory over
12 weeks. Pending local health
guidelines, the NaAC is planning to
host this class in-person.
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The NaAC acknowledges the following partners and supporters:

In addition, many of our programs have project-specific funders, including:
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